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News from BENNY
New Quality - New Standards

Benny is now available in even higher quality and has celebrated its debut on the Japanese market!
And not only that: to back it up with scienti�c results, our BENNY cutting board took part in a study
by the Weihenstephan-Triesdorf University, which proved its hygienic advantages. According to this
study, the germ load of olive wood cutting boards is up to 10 times lower than that of plastic cutting

boards.
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Carved from Good Wood

Our cutting board BENNY is the high-end allrounder for every kitchen. Available in 2 di�erent sizes of
35x22 and 45x35 centimeters, the cutting boards are elegant eye-catcher and functional assistant in

one. Olive trees grow very slowly, hardly more than 10 millimeters per year. Their wood therefore
has a higher density and strength than alternatively used oak or beech wood. Both boards are 4

centimeters thick, making them stable as well as cut and impact resistant. Handmade and polished,
each BENNY is unique. 

The MAOMI cutting board has an antibacterial e�ect due to the lignin and tannins contained in the
olive wood. This makes cleaning and care very easy. With a few simple steps, discoloration and

moisture inclusions will not occur - even after years of use. The wood of the olive tree naturally has a
very high oil content. This prevents odors from settling in. Hence, with BENNY you have the all-

around perfect work surface for your favorite dishes.
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Sustainably and Fairly produced

The unique wood grain of the olive wood our Turkish producer delivers, reminds us of �ne marble.
For our cutting boards, we only use wood from aged trees that no longer bear fruit. Thus, we can
ensure that there is no loss of yield in the area. Additionally, we make sure that the wood for our

MAOMI cutting boards has a prolonged drying period. 

Every BENNY contains all the craftsmanship, experience and precision of our partner company's
employees in Turkey. Coupled with the noble, individual grain of the wood, they make our MAOMI

design what it is: a joy.
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We send newsletters with exciting o�ers to our customers and interested parties.

Would you like to edit the receipt of this newsletter?
You can update your settings or unsubscribe from this list.
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